Introduction
Markov models are widely used for performance, dependability and performability analysis. These models can be solved using numerical techniques or simulation. Both a p proaches have their advantages and disadvantages. Numerical methods provide a reliable solution of the model but suffer from the well-known state explosion problem. Simulation methods can deal easily with large state spaces but tend to be less reliable when, due to the rarity of the important events of the model, have to be combined with acceleration techniques [2], [6]. Recently, a number of methods have been proposed to compute steadystate availability bounds [3], [9] , [lo], [ll] , [12] . In these methods, a finite irreducible continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) X = {X(t);t 2 01 with state space 62 and reward rate structure ri > o, i € Cl is considered, a subset G of states is generated, and bounds to the steady-state reward rate limt,, E [ T X (~) ] are derived using only detailed knowledge of X in G. [12] our algorithms apply to a wide range of models, and its presentation will be intentionally abstracted from the specific peculiarities of availability models. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the bounding algorithm without state cloning described in [11] and develops our algorithms in its basic versions. Section 3 describes the decomposition technique and combines it with the basic algorithms to obtain the final algorithms. Section 4 illustrates the a p plicability and performance of the algorithms in comparison with the algorithm proposed in [ll] with and without state cloning using an availability model with system state dependent repair rates. Section 5 concludes the paper. 
Basic algorithms
For the model X , we will denote by A i j the transition rate from state a to state j, by Xi the output rate of state i, and by Xi,c the transition rate from the state i to the subset of states C (X,,c = E,,--X i j ) . The bounding algorithm without state cloning described in [ll] assumes that U can be partitioned into subsets u k , 1 5 k 5 N such that:
1) the subsets have a "nearest neighbor" structure, i.e., states in u k , k > 1 have no transitions to vi, i < k -1 or G, and 2) upper bounds fi(k) 2 0 for xj ,~,,,, j E u k , Figure 1) . A lower bound [T] ib and an upper bound [T] ub for all the reward rates of the model are also assumed known. Failure/repair models such as those solved in the SAVE package [5] Figure 2 . S includes the "return" states of G, i.e., the states through which X can jump from U to G and the states U k collect the transitions from G to the subsets uk. For availability models, S would include all states with K failed components. The algorithm can be described as follows:
[T]ub = 1. , s E S used in the algorithm without state cloning described in [ll] . Our first basic algorithm involves the computation of 
For each
These equations are obtained as follows. First, consider (8). T(k), mean time to absorption of Y; with initial state U k , is equal to the mean sojourn time in u k , l/X(k), plus the mean time to absorption from the next visited state. The next visited state is uk.-1 with probability g ( k ) / X ( k ) and u k + t with probability f,(k)/X(k). Equation (9) is obtained similarly; in this case, X ( N ) = g ( N ) and state U N -~ is the next visited state with probability 1. Equations (8), (9) can be solved recursively in T ( k ) , 1 5 k < N in terms of T ( N ) , yielding: (13) are null. Defining vi = ri/r1 (vi = I), the first N -1 equations of (13) give a triangular linear system on vi, 2 5 i 5 N which can be easily solved. Substituting then ri by vir1, 2 5 i 5 N , in the last equation of (13) and using the solution for vi, 2 We next develop computational procedures for T G ,~, C G ,~ and cus(k), s E S , k E M , and Ti, Cl, C f , s E S.
We start discussing the computation of T G ,~, i E G. TG,; is equal to the mean sojourn time in i plus the mean time to absorption of YG from the next visited state. Since the mean sojourn time in i is 1/Xi and the next visited state is j with probability X i , / X i , we have: CG,i is equal to the mean accumulated reward during a visit to i, T i / X i , plus the mean accumulated reward to absorption of YG from the next visited state, yielding the equations:
cri(k) is equal to the probability that X jumps from i to u k plus the probability that X , starting in the next state, exits G through u k , yielding:
To obtain similar equations for q', C,!, and C,!l it is useful to remember (3) and that a s ( k ) is the probability that X with initial state s exits G through Since X is irreducible, it will exit G with probability 1 from any state i E G and E k E M a i ( k ) = 1. Then, only IMI -1 of the IMI linear systems (24) have to be solved.
For instance, letting kmin = minkeM{k}, it suffices to solve the linear systems:
and compute ai(&,,,) using:
This ends the developments associated to the basic algorithms. For clarity of exposition we give next comprehensive descriptions. Basic algorithm 1 1. Compute the solution ofthe linear system (13) using 2. Compute T ( N ) using (12) .
3.
Compute T ( k ) , 1 < k < N using (lo), (11).
4.
Generate the transient CTMC YG.
Solve the linear systems (ZZ), (23), (28).

Compute aS(kmin), s E S using (29).
. Compute [TU,s]ub, s E S using (3). 8. Compute [R]lb, [R],b using (4), (5). (141, (15).
Basic a l g o r i t h m 2
1.
Compute the solution of the linear system (13) using
Compute T ( N ) using (12).
3. Compute T ( k ) , 1 5 k < N using (lo), (11).
Generate the transient CTMC YG.
Solve the linear systems (25), (26), (27). 6. Compute [RI&, [R]ub using (6), (7).
(141, (15). To describe the decomposition technique, let us consider the generic problem of computing V,, i E G , where V , denotes the expected accumulated reward to absorption of YG with initial state i for the generic reward rate structure v,, i E G. Let denote the expected accumulated reward of YG with initial state i to either absorption or hit to state 1. Let y, denote the probability that YG with initial state i will exit G without hitting 1. Decomposing V , in its two contributions delimited by the time at which YG gets absorbed or hits state I, we obtain:
The decomposition technique
The set of equations (30) can be solved in V,, i E G, yielding:
-rl is the expected accumulated reward to absorption of the transient CTMC & obtained from YG by directing to the absorbing state the transitions of YG to state 1. Then, G, z E G can be computed as V , , a E G, using the matrix B:
(31) instead of B. We can also note that yi and a:(k), k E M are not independent. a{(!) is the expected accumulated reward to absorption of YG: with reward rate structure vi = X i p , and yi is the expected accumulated reward to absorDtion of the same CTMC with reward rate structure k € . M Equation (32) can be used to compute y i , z E G and V,, a E G can be computed from E, i E G and ri, i E G using (31). The new algorithms incorporating the decomposition technique can be described a s follows: Algorithm 1 1.
3.
4.
5.
6. Solve the linear systems:
6. Compute ys, s E S U (1) using (32).
7.
Compute Ti, C:, and Cy, s E S using:
11
Compute the solution of the linear system (13) using (141, (15).
Compute T ( N ) using (12). 8. Compute [RI&, [RIu& using (6), (7) .
Compute T ( k ) , 1 5 IC . : N using (lo), (11). 
Compute ys, s E S U (1) using (32). 
Application example
In this section we illustrate the performance of the new bounding algorithms using an availability model of a repairable fault-tolerant system. The example is a variant of the large example used in [ll] . Figure 4 shows the block diagram of the system. The system is operational (up) if at least one processor of type A or B is unfailed, at least one controller of each set is unfailed, and at least three disks of each disk cluster are unfailed. Only one processor of each set is active. Non-active processors do not fail. A fault in the active processor A is propagated to the active processor B with probability 0.10. Active processors and controllers of one set fail with rate 1/2,000. Controllers of the other set fail with rate 1/4,000. Disks fail with a different rate for each cluster. The disk failure rates are 1/6,000, 1/8,000, 1/10,000, 1/12,000, 1/14,000 and 1/16,000. Components can fail in two modes with equal probabilities. There is only one repairman which selects the component to be repaired at random from the set of failed components. The repair rate of a component depends on the failure mode of the component and on the operational/down state of the system. When the system is operational repair rates are 0.1 in one failure mode and 0.05 in the other failure mode. The repair rates are 10 times larger when the system is down. The difference in repair rates between the operational and down states of the system can be due to more careful repair procedures in the operational state to avoid system crashes as a consequence of erroneous maintenance operations. The system has a moderate complexity (36 components of 10 different types) but a very large state space: of the order of lo1' states. The dependencies introduced by failure propagation, repair queuing, and impact of the system operational/down state on t,he repair rates preclude the computation of the steady-state unavailability by combinatoric techniques. The size of the state space precludes an exact numerical solution of the Markov model. Thus, the example illustrates the type of models for which bounding methods are an attractive approach. We apply the bounding algorithms including in G all the states with up to K failed components. U is partitioned according to the number of failed components, i.e., For the example, IMI = 2 and both algorithms with the decomposition technique solve 4 linear systems of size IGI. Table 1 compares algorithm 1 with the basic algorithm 1 (without the decomposition technique) and algorithm 2 for several values of K (the sizes IGI of the generated models are given in Table 2 ). We give the CPU times and total number of iterations2equired for the solution of the linear systems (matrix B is irreducible). The decomposition technique is applied selecting the state with all components unfailed as the frequently visited state. Gauss-Seidel is used to solve all linear systems, with a convergence criterium of a relative tolerance in all components of the solution between two iterations smaller than lo-'. The CPU times include the generation of the Markov models and were measured in a SPARC-10 workstation. Generation times were about 50% of the total CPU times of our algorithms with the decomposition technique. The results clearly illustrate the efficiency of the decomposition technique and the fact that algorithms 1 and 2 have very similar performances for the case IMI = 2. Table 2 shows the bounds, CPU times, and total number of iterations required for the solution of the linear systems for the algorithm described in [11] with ( F < A") and without ( F = K ) state cloning and our algorithm 1 for several values of K .
For the algorithm described in [ll] and IS1 > 1 we use the solution of a linear system as a first iterate for the solution of the linear system associated to the next state in S. We also give the size I G I of the generated state space and the number of linear systems I S 1 which are solved in the algorithm proposed in [Ill. Our algorithm 1 gives exactly the same bounds as that algorithm without state cloning in much smaller CPU times and slightly smaller CPU times than that algorithm with F = 0, which gives significantly less tighter bounds. The smaller CPU times of our algorithm are not only due to a smaller number of iterations, but also to a smaller cost per iteration: This smaller cost comes from the fact that the matrix B does not include neither the bounding submodel YA nor the elements corresponding to the transition rates Xr,r-rk and & , I , i E G which are included in the transition rate matrices of the models Xi solved in the bounding algorithm described in w1. 
